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1. Wikidata structure and layout
2. Extend interwiki feature to SSPP
3. Unify interfaces

Progressive plan



-Collapsed groups for each project
- Group expands when coming from that 
project
- Each group has an expand button
- Mock-up on next slide

1. Layout in Wikidata



Links grouped 
by project



- With the structure shown in previous 
slide, deploy to Sister projects
- Commons could have two links, one for 
the Category page and another one for the 
gallery page

2. Deploy to SSPP



- There can be a unified tab layout to all 
media wiki projects
- These tabs are updated automatically 
when the page in a particular language has 
links to other SSPP in the same language
- For special cases (searches, links to other 
languages) keep using template
- Next slide is a mockup for Wikipedia

3. Unify interfaces



Changes are commented and 
described on the following slide
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Unified tabs layout

Commons Wikisource Wikiquote
Others

Recommend a maximum of 4 tabs to not clutter the interface. 
The arrow can display the rest (dictionary,learning, textbooks...)
Tab management is automatic (depending on pages linked to Wikidata)



New position of the "Talk" tab

This tab group represents the actions you can perform in the current project



- On Sister Projects the layout would be 
kept similar
- To reflect namespaces, their descriptor 
can be together in the same tab name
- Next slide shows a Wikisource mockup

Unified layout on SSPP



Changes

Next slide shows a closer view



Alias "Books" and Namespace 
"Author" shown on the same tab

Tab order is consistent across all 
sister projects



Same change as in Wikipedia



- This proposal was developed for 
discussion in the frame of "Grants:
IEG/Elaborate Wikisource strategic vision"
- The wikidata part could be implemented 
on its own
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